














Spotlight on Ministry 
The true value of ministry can only begin to be understood in its story. Over the 

following pages, five sisters who receive the services of McAuley Ministries 

Limited, have reflected on their current ministry and share with us how they 

have responded to the ministry of mercy at this time. 

Adele Howard RSM 

The focus of my 'Mercy Eco

Communications' ministry is education in 

integral ecology and its effective 

communication. 

This ministry takes many forms, both 

locally and internationally and at its heart 

is the Gospel message as lived through 

the focus of Laudato Si' and Laudate 

Deum. 

It involves writing, planning, giving 

presentations, sharing advisory and 

strategic conversations and engaging in 

direct online communication activities and 

resource creation. 

Some examples of this are my recent 

report for the Vatican Dicastery (DPIHD) 

on the Theologv. from the Existential 

PeriP-heries Project and future possibilities. 

Linked with the 'Ecological Consciousness' 

theme of this project are the new 

interviews and writing for the publication 

of a book on 'Listening to the Wisdom of 

Indigenous Peoples in Oceania: An Urgent 

Call to Save Our Common Home.' 

Adele speaking at Pontifical Academy Conference 

Everyday aspects of my work involve 

writing, sourcing and posting relevant 

articles, images and links on my Mercv. 

Eco-Communications website, as an 

information portal. 

In addition to ongoing organisational 

administration, there are contributions to 

our Institute web platform; for the release 

of Laudate Deum by Pope Francis, for 

drawing attention to Mercy involvement in 

the Synod Assembly in our Members 

sharing area and a short testimonv. on 

SUP-P-Ort for voting 'Yes' in 'The Voice' 

Referendum section of the website. 

Uluru 

Statement 

ACU 

Advisory and planning meetings with 

groups in Education and Health Ministries 

and Religious Congregations, offer 

programs at The Mercy Hub, in other 

venues or online. 

Educational programs are offered, both 

locally and globally, delivering online and 

face to face presentations on ecological 

theology, including speaking on 

Laudato Si' at a recent Pontifical Academy 

conference. 

The need for this work in growing and 

there is much to be done! 
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https://migrants-refugees.va/theology-from-the-peripheries/
https://www.ecocommunications.org/
https://institute.mercy.org.au/saying-yes/
















https://institute.mercy.org.au/mercy-in-action/mcauley-ministries/



